
1. _____________________  are millions of stars in the sky. 

2. Mom and dad are very proud of _____________________ children.

3. The milk is over _____________________ beside Shackleton the cat.

4. When dad gets home _____________________ going to be cooking dinner.

5. The dogs were very happy with _____________________ walk.

6. Katie thinks _____________________ will be apple tart for dessert.

7. _____________________ hoping _____________________ are jellies in the shops.

8. Louis says _____________________ are lots of Pokemon in the garden.

9. _____________________ tops are clean and _____________________ ready to play the match.

10. The team hopes _____________________ is going to win.

11. Charlie and Ivy do not want to share _____________________ cookies.

12. Our friends are very proud of _____________________ new house.

13. Phoenix and Monty love ___________________ bed which I made over ___________________.

14. James said it is fun to go ___________________ on walks with ___________________ family.

15. Today _____________________ is no school.

16. Charlie said “Let’s go _____________________ and play with _____________________ toys”.

17. When the food arrives I will eat it _____________________ at the table.

18. I love cats because _______________ so furry. _____________ fur is soft and ______________ so cute.

19. Ivy can’t wait to go __________________ because __________________ will be lots of sweets.

20. I love dogs. Have you seen _____________________ eyes.

21. We went to Paris and stayed  _________________ for ten days.

22. I knew ________________ dog. 

23. Granny and grandad are going on ______________ holidays. Do you know where ______________ going?

Name

This is used almost every day of  
everyone’s life, so it’s well worth learning young

There : in a place          Their : belonging to          They’re : they are

There Their They’re

Believe in Fairy Elle. She believes in you.

Fairy Elle wakes at night to 
sprinkle positivity in your home
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